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Abstract—Unlimited vector extension (UVE) is a novel instruction set architecture extension that takes streaming and SIMD processing together into the modern computing scenario. It aims to overcome the shortcomings of state-of-the-art scalable vector extensions by adding data streaming as a way to simultaneously reduce the overheads associated with loop control and memory access indexing, as well as with memory access latency. This is achieved through a new set of instructions that pre-configure the loop memory access patterns. These attain accurate and timely data prefetching on predictable access patterns, such as in multidimensional arrays or in indirect memory access patterns. Each of the configured data streams is associated to a general-purpose vector register, which is then used to interface with the streams. In particular, iterating over a given stream is simply achieved by reading/writing to the corresponding input/output stream, as the data is instantly consumed/produced. To evaluate the proposed UVE, a proof-of-concept gem5 implementation was integrated in an off-of-order processor model, based on the ARM Cortex-A76, thus taking into consideration the typical speculative and out-of-order execution paradigms found in high-performance computing processors. The evaluation was carried out with a set of representative kernels, by assessing the number of executed instructions, its impact on the memory bus and its overall performance. Compared to other state-of-the-art solutions, such as the upcoming ARM Scalable Vector Extension (SVE), the obtained results show that the proposed extension attains average performance speedups over 2.4× for the same processor configuration, including vector length.

Index Terms—Scalable SIMD/Vector Processing, Data Streaming, Instruction Set Extension, Processor Microarchitecture, High-Performance Computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) instruction set extensions potentiate the exploitation of Data-Level Parallelism (DLP) to provide significant performance speedups [1]–[6]. However, most conventional SIMD extensions have been focused on operating with fixed-size registers (e.g., Intel MMX, SSE, AVX, etc, or ARM NEON), as it simplifies the implementation and limits the hardware (HW) requirements. This poses a non-trivial question regarding the vector length [2], [7], since its optimal size often depends on the target workload. Moreover, any modification to the register length usually requires the adoption of newer instruction-set extensions, which inevitably makes previously compiled code obsolete [7].

To overcome such issues, new solutions have recently emerged. In particular, ARM SVE [7] and RISC-V Vector extension (RVV) [8] are agnostic to the physical vector register size from the software (SW) developer/compiler point of view, since it is only known at runtime. Hence, different processor implementations can adopt distinct vector sizes, while requiring no code modifications. For example, High-Performance Computing (HPC) processors can make use of large vectors to attain a high throughput, while low-power processors can adopt smaller vectors to fulfill power and resource constraints. However, this usually forces the presence of predicate [9] and/or vector control instructions to disable vector elements outside loop bounds, eventually increasing the number of loop instructions [2]. Fig. 1 illustrates this problem in the saxpy kernel implementations on SVE [7] and RVV [8]. As it can be observed, both SVE and RVV require a large instruction overhead (shaded instructions in Figs. 1.B and 1.C), resulting from memory indexing, loop control and even memory access, as neither of these directly contribute to maximize the data processing throughput. These overhead instructions often represent the majority of the loop code, wasting processor resources and significantly impacting performance.

On the other hand, the performance of data-parallel applications is also often constrained by the memory hierarchy. Hence, most high-performance processors rely on SW and/or HW prefetchers to improve performance [10]–[24]. However, SW prefetching solutions [16], [17] typically impose additional instructions in the loop code, increasing overheads. HW prefetchers have been improving their accuracy and coverage with each new generation. However, their timeliness is dependent on the used mechanisms [21]–[24] to identify memory access patterns and predict future accesses, while prediction inaccuracies increase energy consumption and pollute caches.

In accordance, the new Unlimited Vector Extension (UVE) that is now proposed distinguishes from common SIMD extensions by the following features:

1) Decoupled memory accesses. By relying on a stream-based paradigm, input data is directly streamed to the register file, effectively decoupling memory accesses from computation, and allowing data load/store to occur in parallel with data manipulation. This implicit stream prefetching facilitates the
acquisition of data, significantly reducing the memory access latency and decreasing the time that memory-dependent instructions remain in the pipeline. This also reduces potential hazards at the rename and commit stages of out-of-order processors, improving performance.

**F2 Indexing-free loops.** By describing memory access patterns (loads/stores) at the loop preamble, it minimizes the number of instructions dedicated to memory indexing, significantly reducing the instruction pressure on the processor pipeline (see the UVE saxpy implementation in Fig. 1.D). Furthermore, by relying on exact representations of memory access patterns (descriptors), it avoids erroneous transfers of data due to mis-predicted prefetching.

**F3 Simplified vectorization.** Since the loop access patterns are exactly described by descriptor representations, supporting complex, multi-dimensional, strided, and indirect patterns, the Streaming Engine is able to transparently perform all scatter-gather operations, transforming non-coalesced accesses into linear patterns. Hence, from the execution pipeline viewpoint, data is always sequentially aligned in memory, simplifying vectorization. Fig. 2 illustrates this feature with the computation of the maximum function across the rows of three input patterns: (A) full matrix; (B) lower triangular matrix; and (C) indirect (matrix-like) access. Since the operations are the same (the differences concern only the read pattern), the UVE code is exactly the same for all patterns (for each row, compute the maximum, regardless of the row size and pattern).

**F4 Implicit load/store.** Since all streams are described at the loop preamble, not only can one remove indexing instructions, but also all explicit loads and stores, by simply associating each active stream with a different vector register. Hence, reading/writing from a register associated to an input/output (load/store) stream, implicitly triggers a stream iteration, requiring no additional stepping instruction — see Fig. 1.D. Naturally, reading multiple times from the same element of the stream is still possible, by either copying the value to a different register, or by inserting a specific instruction in the code to temporarily suspend the stream iteration process.

**F5 Register-size agnostic.** Just as in SVE and RVV, the UVE code is agnostic to the register size. However, to prevent operating over out-of-bound elements (e.g., when the number of elements to process is not a multiple of the vector length), SVE and RVV explicitly require a set of control instructions to define which vector elements are active. In contrast, UVE does not generally require such instructions (even though they are also included in the instruction-set specification). This is achieved because the Streaming Engine automatically disables all vector elements that fall out of bounds, which is equivalent to an automated padding of all streams to a multiple of the vector length. As a consequence, the loops become simpler and require a minimal set of control instructions, which in most cases corresponds to a single branch instruction.

To understand the impact of the proposed UVE extension on modern out-of-order general-purpose processors, a proof-of-concept base implementation is also presented. When compared to other processor architectures supporting SIMD extensions, it includes only minor modifications in the rename and commit stages, besides introducing a Streaming Engine to manage all stream operations. Notwithstanding, such minor modifications allow the exploitation of a set of architectural opportunities:

**A1 Reduced load-to-use latency.** At the architectural level, the proposed solution leads to a mitigation of the load-to-use latency of data, significantly reducing the memory access latency and decreasing the time that memory-dependent instructions remain in the pipeline. This also reduces potential hazards at the rename and commit stages of out-of-order processors, improving performance.

**A2 Indexing-free loops.** By describing memory access patterns (loads/stores) at the loop preamble, it minimizes the number of instructions dedicated to memory indexing, significantly reducing the instruction pressure on the processor pipeline (see the UVE saxpy implementation in Fig. 1.D). Furthermore, by relying on exact representations of memory access patterns (descriptors), it avoids erroneous transfers of data due to mis-predicted prefetching.

**A3 Simplified vectorization.** Since the loop access patterns are exactly described by descriptor representations, supporting complex, multi-dimensional, strided, and indirect patterns, the Streaming Engine is able to transparently perform all scatter-gather operations, transforming non-coalesced accesses into linear patterns. Hence, from the execution pipeline viewpoint, data is always sequentially aligned in memory, simplifying vectorization. Fig. 2 illustrates this feature with the computation of the maximum function across the rows of three input patterns: (A) full matrix; (B) lower triangular matrix; and (C) indirect (matrix-like) access. Since the operations are the same (the differences concern only the read pattern), the UVE code is exactly the same for all patterns (for each row, compute the maximum, regardless of the row size and pattern).

**A4 Implicit load/store.** Since all streams are described at the loop preamble, not only can one remove indexing instructions, but also all explicit loads and stores, by simply associating each active stream with a different vector register. Hence, reading/writing from a register associated to an input/output (load/store) stream, implicitly triggers a stream iteration, requiring no additional stepping instruction — see Fig. 1.D. Naturally, reading multiple times from the same element of the stream is still possible, by either copying the value to a different register, or by inserting a specific instruction in the code to temporarily suspend the stream iteration process.

**A5 Register-size agnostic.** Just as in SVE and RVV, the UVE code is agnostic to the register size. However, to prevent operating over out-of-bound elements (e.g., when the number of elements to process is not a multiple of the vector length),
A2 Data streaming across virtual page boundaries. As the proposed solution relies on an accurate representation of access patterns, it can safely cross page boundaries and continue streaming, even if the access pattern covers multiple pages.

A3 Data re-use across miss-predictions. To benefit performance, the proposed streaming implementation provides full support for speculative execution. Since the stream access pattern is exactly described, the processor keeps all speculatively consumed data on load buffers until the consuming instruction commits. Hence, in the event of a miss-speculation, data can be immediately reused (after correction of the execution path) without duplicated memory loads.

Finally, when compared with ARM SVE, and considering similar processor configurations and equal vector lengths, this cumulative set of contributions results in an average 2.4× performance speed-up on a representative set of benchmarks.

II. DATA STREAMING

In this work, a stream is defined as a predictable n-dimensional sequence of data that is transferred between the memory and the processor. Hence, the adopted model for stream representation must fulfill the following properties:

P1 Generality: It must be able to represent any loop-based affine or indirect memory address sequence, with complex multi-dimensional patterns supported by multi-level constructs.

P2 HW feasibility: The representation must adopt an encoding scheme that can be easily and efficiently interpreted by dedicated hardware and in parallel with data manipulation.

P3 Decoupled memory indexing: Memory indexing should be performed outside the computation pipeline, without requiring explicit instructions in the computational loop.

P4 Autonomy: It should allow the stream infrastructure to be able to autonomously move data between the processor and the memory, without the processor intervention.

A. Memory access modeling

The proposed model aims at describing the exact sequence of addresses that comprise each access to array-based variables. To make it compiler-friendly, it follows the typical structure of nested for loops, converting nested loop-based indexing and loop- or data-dependent (indirect) index dynamic ranges into

\[ y(X) = y_{base} + \sum_{k=0}^{dim} x_k \times S_k \]

with \( X = \{x_0, \ldots, x_{dim}\} \) and \( x_k \in \{O_k, E_k + O_k\} \)  

Hence, each stream access \( y(X) \) is described as the sum of the base address of an n-dimensional variable \( y_{base} \) with \( dim \) pairs of indexing variables \( x_k \) and stride multiplication factors \( S_k \), where each \( k \) value corresponds to a dimension of the pattern (usually, bound to a different loop in the code). Each indexing variable \( x_k \) is represented by an integer range, varying between \( O_k \) and \( E_k + O_k \), where \( E_k \) is the number of data elements in dimension \( k \) and \( O_k \) represents an indexing offset. The indexing variable \( x_0 \), corresponding to the first dimension of the variable, has an offset \( (O_0) \) equal to 0 and is associated with the variable’s base address \( y_{base} \).

From this base model, further complexity can be achieved by combining multiple functions. This is achieved by assigning the base address and/or the offset value of a function to the result of another affine function. Additionally, the data that is obtained by the sequence of addresses generated by an affine function can also be used to perform the same associations, resulting in the description of indirect memory access patterns.

B. Stream descriptor representation

The stream model defined in (1) is represented by an hierarchical descriptor-based representation that encodes the variables of each dimension of the affine function in a hardware-friendly scheme. It also provides mechanisms to combine multiple functions to allow the representation of complex and/or indirect access patterns.

1) Base stream descriptors: Each uni-dimensional access pattern is represented by a three-parameter tuple \{O, E, S\}, corresponding to the offset \( (O_k) \), size \( (E_k) \), and stride \( (S_k) \) of a single dimension \( k \), as represented in (1).

Fig. 3.B1 depicts the simplest pattern supported by this description, based on a linear memory access pattern starting at memory position \( A \) (offset) and ending at memory position \( A + N \) (size \( N \)), with an element spacing (stride) of 1.

To encode the full extent of an n-dimensional access pattern, multiple descriptors are hierarchically combined in a linearly cascaded scheme (as in a nested loop), where the descriptor corresponding to dimension \( k \in [0, n] \) is used to calculate a displacement that is added to the offset of the descriptor corresponding to the dimension \( k-1 \) (see Fig. 3.A1).

Two examples of 2-D stream descriptors are illustrated in Figs. 3.B2 and B3. Both cases represent a matrix access, where the first dimension encodes an horizontal row scan pattern and the second dimension iterates vertically through rows. In the particular case of the pattern in Fig. 3.B2, the first dimension generates a linear pattern (with stride 1) and the second dimension iterates over each consecutive row (with stride equal to the row size – \( Nc \)). Conversely, for the pattern in Fig. 3.B3, the stride parameters of both dimensions are used to skip memory elements and generate a scattered pattern.

2) Static descriptor modifiers: In some access patterns, the loop conditions of an inner for-loop may be generated by the iteration of an outer loop. As an example, for each outer loop \( i \) iteration of the lower triangular pattern depicted in Fig. 3.B4, the parameter size of the inner loop \( j \) should be incremented. As a result, the size \( (E) \) parameter of the descriptor corresponding to the inner loop is updated in every iteration of the descriptor corresponding to the outer loop.

To represent this behaviour, an optional static descriptor modifier is introduced, represented by the tuple \{T, B, D, E\}, where each parameter encodes the following information:

- Target (T): the tuple parameter to modify.
- **Behavior** (B): the modification operator (add - addition or sub - subtraction).
- **Displacement** (D): the constant value that is applied to the target descriptor parameter, according to B.
- **Size** (E): the total number of iterations that the modification is applied.

Hence, each modifier implicitly adds/subtracts the displacement value to the target parameter, each time the corresponding descriptor is iterated.

The association of a static modifier to a descriptor corresponding to dimension \( k \) is realized by pairing it with the descriptor that corresponds to dimension \( k+1 \), as depicted in Fig. 3.A2. As a result, all descriptors (dimensional or modifiers) that affect dimension \( k \) are bound to dimension \( k+1 \).

3) **Indirect descriptor modifiers**: The proposed descriptor specification can be further extended by allowing the contents of one stream to modify the values of another stream, making it possible to create indirect (see Fig. 3.B5) and indexed scatter-gather patterns. This interaction is realized with an optional indirect descriptor modifier, represented by the tuple \( \{T, B, P\} \). In this descriptor, the displacement parameter is replaced by a pointer to the origin data stream \( (P) \). For each iteration, a value (dynamic displacement) is loaded from the origin stream and used to modify the target parameter \( (T) \). The indirection relation between the stream and the origin stream makes the size of the first dependent on the size of the second. Hence, the indirection modifier does not require any size parameter. The behavior \( (B) \) parameter supports the following operators:

- **set-add**: adds the dynamic displacement to the target.
- **set-sub**: subtracts the displacement from the target.
- **set-value**: sets the value given by the origin stream to the target value.

Contrasting with the static modifier behaviour operators (see Section II-B2), the indirect modifier does not perform any implicit addition/subtraction of the displacement to the target parameter. Instead, in each iteration, the target parameter is either set to the addition/subtraction of the displacement with the original value of the parameter, or solely set to the displacement value.

Finally, the syntax of an indirect descriptor modifier is equivalent to that of static modifiers, as depicted in Fig. 3.A3.

III. PROPOSED UVE EXTENSION

To fully exploit the data streaming specification presented in Section II, it is first necessary to provide a programming interface at the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) level. This section introduces the Unlimited Vector Extension (UVE), which was designed by considering the following principles:

- **RISC style**: it must comprehend hardware-friendly instructions, allowing for an efficient implementation and avoiding complex decoding paths (e.g., each instruction should correspond to a processor \( \mu \text{Op} \));
- **Scalable**: its programming model should fully support scalable and non-constrained vector lengths;
- **Coherent**: it should inherit and keep the structural principles of the base ISA; in particular, RISC-V was selected because of its open source nature, and due to its simple, clean and extensible instruction set.

A. Extension Design

The definition of the proposed UVE comprises both the processor base architecture and the streaming infrastructure

1) **Architectural State**: Besides the natural adoption of a vector register file, the proposed UVE provides a streaming interface to the vector instructions and a set of predicate registers to facilitate the execution control on each lane. Furthermore, some instructions will make use of scalar registers (e.g., Loads and Stores), mostly inheriting the RISC-V scalar register bank [25].

**Vector Registers.** The proposed UVE makes use of 32 vector registers (named from "u0" to "u31"), satisfying a compromise between operand encoding and register file pressure. While the vector-length is not limited to any maximum size, a minimum value is defined, and corresponds to the width of the supported elementary data types: byte (8-bits), half-word (16-bits), word (32-bits), and double-word (64-bits). Naturally, the maximum vector length must be a multiple of the minimum length, while

---

1Upon paper acceptance, the complete specification of UVE will be made available at the authors’ GitHub, along with the evaluation source code.
the element width is independently configured for each vector register.

**Streaming interface.** Each data stream is implicitly associated with a specific vector register ("u0" to "u31"). Hence, by reading (or writing) to such register, the instruction is transparently consuming from (or producing to) the corresponding stream.

**Predicate Registers.** The predicate register file is composed of 16 predicate registers ("p0" to "p15"). However, only 8 (p0-p7) are used in regular memory and arithmetic instructions, where predicate register p0 is always hardwired to 1 (all valid lanes execute), eliminating the need to pre-configure the register in non-conditional loops. The remaining predicate (p8-p15) are used in the configuration of the first 8, or to allow for context saving. This balance was based on related work analysis of compiled and hand-optimized codes, having the benefit of mitigating the predicate register pressure [7], [26].

2) **Streaming Support:** The streaming model implicit to the proposed UVE was devised upon the following principles:

**Scalability.** The design principle adopted by UVE is focused on a runtime variable vector length. In particular, the consumption/production of streams automatically enforces its iteration, ensuring an automatic progression of loop iterations. Moreover, since reading/writing outside the stream elements is automatically disabled by the streaming infrastructure (as in a false predicate), loop control can be performed with only a basic set of stream-conditional branches (e.g. stream end, stream dimension end).

**Destructive behavior.** The consumption from a data-stream mapped to a register automatically iterates over the stream. Hence, if such data element is to be used again by the program, it should be saved in a register or memory position, as the already streamed data is not restorable. This design option eliminates the need for additional step-instructions in each loop, promoting code reduction (see also Fig. 4).

**Compiler optimizations.** Despite the straightforward benchmark kernels that were adopted in the presented experimental evaluation, the proposed extension supports the usual set of compiler optimization techniques, such as loop unrolling and software pipelining. Future work will consider the implementation of a compiler toolchain that will exploit convenient software pipeling. Finally, and by keeping the same premises that were considered in the RISC-V specification, a weak memory model is herein adopted, where synchronization between different hardware threads is achieved only through the use of explicit fence instructions.

**B. Instruction Set**

UVE currently features 26 integer, 15 floating-point and 19 memory (including streaming) major instructions, resulting in 450 instructions when including all variations.

**Stream configuration.** The descriptor/modifier configuration parameters described in Section II (e.g., width, behaviour, etc.) are encoded using stream configuration instructions (identified by the prefix ss in Fig. 4). Simple 1-D patterns are configured using a single ss.ld/ss.st instruction, while more complex data patterns require multiple instructions (one per dimension/modifier) using specific stream configuration instructions, namely for start (ss.{ld|st}.sta), append (ss.app[.mod].sta), with mod=static modifier, ind=indirect modifier and end (ss.end[.mod].ind). Additionally, the starting configuration of each stream must also specify the data size (suffix {b|h|w|d} for byte, half-word, word, and double-word) – see example in Fig. 4.

**Stream control.** A subset of instructions are responsible for the control of streams (e.g. suspend (ss.suspend), resume (ss.resume), stop (ss.stop)). Their purpose is to allow the momentary freeing/restoring of vector registers, and to enable context switching, allowing the concurrent execution of multiple processes without interfering with the streams configuration. It is also possible to manually “force” a load/store from/to a suspended stream, providing precise stream control.

**Predication.** Individual lanes of an SIMD execution are controlled with a subset of predication and masking instructions.
that allow disabling the selected lanes. For such purpose, UVE provides instructions to configure the predicate based on vector register comparisons (e.g., less or equal to) and based on the valid elements of a vector register. Predicate manipulation instructions are also available, offering predicate moving, predicate width configuration, and element-wise negation.

**Loop control.** Control is assured with three distinct conditional branch formats: i) predicate-based - a condition (e.g., AND) is tested on a specified predicate register; ii) end-of-stream - a condition on the end of a stream, and iii) end-of-dimension - a condition on a stream dimension end. The end-of-dimension branch format allows a simple and fine control over the iterations of streams with different size. A particular use-case is when the accesses to the streamed variables are bound to different loops in the original scalar code (as in Fig. 2).

**Vector manipulation.** UVE also provides instructions to support vector manipulation and processing - e.g., vertical and horizontal arithmetic, logic and shift operations. All these instructions are optionally predicated by a predicate register. Fig. 4 illustrates the use of three vector manipulation and data processing instructions: i) duplication (so.v.dup), where a scalar is replicated to all elements of vector u3; and ii) multiplication (so.a.mul.fp) and addition (so.a.add.fp), where the processing of stream registers and vector registers is carried out in the same instruction, with automatic load/store, and no explicit register distinctions. Finally, it is worth noting that UVE is not completely dependent on streaming to transfer data to/from memory, as conventional (non-streaming) vector load/store instructions are kept in the ISA (ss.load/store).

In particular, all these legacy instructions support post-fix address increment, not requiring explicit memory indexing for linear memory accesses.

**Scalar processing.** Although the proposed extension targets vector processing, the streaming infrastructure can also be exploited for scalar processing, through a specific set of vector-to-scalar and scalar-to-vector instructions. These impose an element-wise shift of the vector elements, forcing the consumption/production of one element in the stream.

**Advanced control.** UVE includes specialized instructions to explicitly read (ss.getvl) and configure the vector length (ss.setvl), allowing for narrower vector-length emulation and vector-length aligned processing. In particular, UVE supports any dimension of a stream description to be configured as vector-aligned, by automatic padding the vector registers when the dimension is not a multiple of the vector-length. To cope with different stream memory access footprints and temporal/spatial locality profiles of the streamed data, UVE supports cache-level access selection during stream configuration. As an example, the so.cfg.memx instruction directs the corresponding stream to operate over the Lx cache.

**Concurrent streams.** The UVE programming model assumes that concurrent streams operate independently, as the patterns do not directly encode dependencies across streams. However, this does not compromise general-purpose high-performance computing codes (particularly in-place computations), as the dependencies are described in the loop code. Such an example is the saxpy kernel illustrated in Fig. 1. Since the result stream u2 depends on a read from stream u1, an ordering to the streaming process is imposed, avoiding potential hazards.

## IV. Microarchitecture Support

Most streaming operations supported by UVE are performed within a Streaming Engine, embedded in the main architecture pipeline (see Section IV-B). Besides this new block, the CPU processing pipeline only needs to be extended with some minor streaming structures. Fig. 5 highlights such modifications, when applied on a traditional out-of-order processing pipeline. This same pipeline will be used in the experimental evaluation presented in Section VI.

Such modifications can be summarized as:

- **Decode, register file & execution units:** convenient support for the decoding of the proposed UVE instruction-set extension, vector registers, and corresponding logic,
arithmetic and branch functional units - a requirement similar to RVV [8] and SVE [7].

- Rename: Besides the support for vector register renaming (common in most vector extensions), it should also support the renaming of streams. This allows for the speculative configuration of new streams while others (with the same logical naming) are still executing.

- Commit: Support for the commit and squash of streams, by signaling the Streaming Engine all miss-speculation and commit events related to the processing of streams (namely, configuration, iteration, suspension/resuming and termination).

A. Stream Operation

To understand the architectural changes required to support the proposed streaming mechanisms, the following paragraphs describe the operation of streams, while the architecture of the Streaming Engine is described in Section IV-B.

Stream Configuration. Complex data patterns requires multiple instructions that, depending on the resolution order of data dependencies, may result in an out-of-order execution of the configuration instructions. Although the commit buffer could be used for reordering, it would prevent the speculative configuration of streams, impacting performance.

Hence, an alternative solution is herein adopted. Whenever a new stream configuration instruction reaches rename, it is registered on a stream configuration reordering structure (Stream Configuration Reorder Buffer (SCROB), in Fig. 7), which is part of the Streaming Engine. This engine, similar to a re-order buffer, processes the configuration instructions in order, and as soon as the corresponding operands are available. Upon completion of the configuration, the streaming engine immediately starts processing the stream, either by pre-loading data (for input streams), or by calculating store addresses (on output streams), and waiting for the commit of store data.

To support speculative execution, the configuration of a stream generates two stream states (speculative and commit), which are dynamically iterated when an instruction that manipulates a stream reaches rename and commit stages, respectively.

Stream Renaming. The renaming mechanism is essential to allow the speculative configuration of streams. In particular, when configuring a stream, the corresponding identification register may still be associated with another running stream, due to miss-speculation and/or to pipeline latency. To avoid blocking the pipeline, a Stream Alias Table (SAT) (identical to a Register Alias Table (RAT)) was introduced, which performs the mapping between logical stream register and the physical Streaming Engine identifier. The SAT is also used to keep track of the registers currently associated with an active (i.e., not suspended) stream, allowing to verify whether an instruction operand corresponds to a read/write from a stream, or to a normal register operation.

Stream Iteration. A stream iteration process is logically performed by reading/writing from/to an input/output stream. Architecturally, this is achieved at rename, by signaling the Streaming Engine to iterate the speculative stream state. For an output stream, this also implies reserving space in the Streaming Engine Store FIFO (First-In First-Out) buffers (see Fig. 7 and Section IV-B) and then waiting for both data and commit signals to arrive, to complete the operation. On input streams, the devised solution attempts to minimize the load-to-use latency, by allocating the head of input streams on physical registers. As a consequence, when a stream consuming instruction reaches rename, the operand is immediately read and a new data element is pre-loaded to a different physical register. This is achieved by performing register renaming and requesting the Streaming Engine to load the corresponding data to the target physical register.

Stream Termination. The termination of a Stream is achieved at commit, either through an explicit termination instruction, or by committing an instruction that signals the completion of the streaming pattern. When such an event occurs, all the structures in the Streaming Engine are released, allowing the resources to be allocated to a new stream configuration.

Miss-Speculation. A possible miss-speculation may result in an erroneous stream configuration or iteration. On a miss-speculated configuration all associated structures are released, allowing the Streaming Engine to accept a new configuration. In contrast, on a miss-specified iteration, when the corresponding instruction is squashed, two actions are performed: (i) the pipeline reverts the physical register state to the previously committed value; and (ii) the Streaming Engine is signalled to revert the speculated pointers on the load/store circular buffers to the current commit point. Hence, there is no direct impact on the buffered data (on loads) and addresses (on stores), as the streaming data access pattern is deterministic (it was simply consumed in the wrong way). Accordingly, all elements that were miss-speculatively read from an input stream remain valid and can immediately be re-used without requiring a new load from the cache hierarchy, saving time and energy. Naturally, committed stream reads and writes signal the streaming engine to advance the corresponding (commit) iterators, releasing the load and store buffers. Finally, stream termination (i.e., the release of all stream structures) is only performed at commit, hence not being affected by miss-speculation.

Cache Access. To minimize the impact on caches and avoid the inclusion of additional L1 access ports, input/output stream requests are merged with conventional memory loads and stores, before accessing the L1 (see Fig. 6). Although this may impose an additional pressure on the same channels and an eventual delay on concurrent read/writes from the scalar pipeline, the real impact of this option is usually very small, since streaming loops do not usually require scalar memory operations. As a consequence, stream and conventional load/store memory operations typically end up being performed in a mutually exclusive fashion (as it occurs in all benchmarks presented in Section V), mitigating the impact of such merge.

On the other hand, and as it was previously referred and illustrated in Fig. 6, UVE also supports direct data loading from any Lx cache level or from the main memory. This is particularly important, as caching data with low temporal
locality wastes cache capacity, imposes higher energy consumption, and hurts the performance. At the hardware level, and to avoid significant changes in the memory hierarchy infrastructure, this can be simply achieved by issuing the corresponding read requests as non-cachable loads on all lower levels $L_y$, with $y < x$. For example, when streaming from the L2 cache (the considered default case), non-cachable requests are first sent by the CPU to the L1. As they likely result in an L1 cache miss, they are forward to the L2, where they are treated as a normal (cacheable) L2 load. On the other hand, a stream configured for direct memory access will issue the corresponding input requests as non-cachable at all levels (avoiding cache pollution), likely resulting in a direct memory load (as the requests will probably result in a miss at all cache levels).

In what concerns the output streams, the considered implementation forces stores to be issued to the L1 cache. However, a solution similar to the one that was adopted for the stream loads could also be considered, by simply forcing a write-no-allocate write-through policy on lower-level caches, attaining direct stream stores to any cache level or even to the main memory.

**Memory Coherence.** Coherence is ensured through two distinct mechanisms:

- On the core, stream and non-stream operations are kept coherent by matching the stream load/store state with the core load/store queues and by solving possible stream load/store dependencies through typical request delay, replay, or squash mechanisms. Hence, data written by the conventional pipeline can be immediately read by a newly configured input stream, and data written by an output stream can be loaded using a conventional load instruction. This ensures a reliable transition between sequential code and stream loops.
- On the caches, coherence is ensured through a conventional MOESI cache snooping protocol. Naturally, directory-based approaches could equally be used.

Finally, it should be noted that the proposed mechanism does not require any coherence mechanism at the level of the stream FIFOs, as it is assumed that preloaded data is already consumed by the core, similar to what would occur with loop unrolling and register pre-fetching (this will be further detailed in Section IV-B – Load/Store FIFOs). Naturally, a different solution could also be adopted by extending the coherence protocol to the (internal) stream buffers. However, this alternative solution was left to future work, since data-parallel kernels that are amenable to scalable vector extensions usually do not impose read-after-write dependencies on the same memory location. An exception to this case are some iterative algorithms (e.g., k-Means). However, such cases require stream reconfiguration at each algorithm iteration, imposing synchronization.

**Exception Handling.** The main source of UVE-specific exceptions is page-faults. They are handled at the commit stage by considering the first active faulting element whose access was attempted (just as in ARM SVE [7]). Nevertheless, page-faults have no consequence on the execution if they are a result of a miss-speculation, if the stream terminates earlier, or if the faulting element is otherwise inactive (i.e., predicated false).

**Context Switching.** The context of running threads can be saved by suspending all active streams and then storing the commit stream iteration state. As a stream iteration describes a scalar access, resuming the execution (due to context switch or upon recovering from an exception) is simply performed by loading the saved iteration state and resuming from the last commit point (naturally all pre-fetched data in internal buffers is lost and must be re-loaded). The size of the saved stream state depends on the considered data pattern and varies between 32-Bytes (for 1-D patterns) and 400-Bytes (for a maximum of 8-D patterns and 7 modifiers).

### B. Streaming Engine

The Streaming Engine is responsible for managing all input and output streams. As depicted in Fig. 7.A, its architecture consists of: (i) a Stream Configuration module, which is responsible for re-ordering the stream configuration requests; (ii) a Stream Table, which holds the information regarding the configuration of each stream on its multiple dimensions, as well as the information regarding current speculative and committed iteration states; (iii) a Stream Scheduler, responsible for the selection of a set of $n$ (load/store) descriptors to be iterated by the Stream Load/Store Processing Modules (see Fig. 7.B); and a set of queues (Memory Request, and Load and Store FIFOs), which are used for buffering purposes. These modules operate as follows:

**Stream Configuration.** Whenever a new stream configuration reaches the rename stage of the processor pipeline, it is registered (in order) on the SCROB, where it awaits until all data dependencies are satisfied. Instructions are retrieved in order (one per clock cycle), validated, and used to write the data pattern configuration into the Stream Table.

**Stream Processing.** The stream processing is managed by the Stream Scheduler (see Fig. 7.A). At each cycle, it selects a set
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Fig. 7. Streaming Engine and Stream Processing Module logical block diagrams.

of \( n \) load/store streams from the Stream Table, which are then iterated by the Address Generators on the Stream Processing Modules (depicted in Fig. 7.B). Upon each iteration, the new stream state is registered on the Stream Table (unless the same stream is selected for processing), allowing to time-multiplex the iteration process of the several streams. Stream prioritization is achieved in the selection process, where streams with lower FIFO occupancy take precedence over the others, ensuring that the most consumed FIFO has the highest priority. To lower the hardware complexity (and size), each stream processing module only processes a dimension \( j \) (plus respective modifier) at a time, as detailed in Section II-B. When the \( j \) domain (dimension + modifier) reaches its end, it is restarted after a single iteration of descriptor \( j+1 \) (updating the accumulated offset from descriptors \( (j+1)\ldots N \)). The Address Generator architecture is based on \( 2 \times 16 \)-bit incrementers, \( 2 \times 64 \)-bit adders, and some multiplexing logic, allowing to process one descriptor iteration and one modifier per cycle. This allows generating up to one cache line request per clock cycle, with one additional clock cycle being required to switch between descriptor dimensions. When succeeding descriptor iterations (from the same stream) hit the same cache line, a single memory request is issued, with the cache line data from the first request being reused on the following ones.

Iterating load streams generates new load requests, which are registered on the Load FIFO and Memory Request Queues. Then, the Arbiter picks such requests, performs the virtual-to-physical page translation (through a TLB access) and issues them to the memory, with the subsequent responses being placed on the corresponding Load FIFO queue slots. In the event of a page fault, the corresponding vector element is immediately flagged with an exception, which is subsequently handled at the commit stage. This avoids requests to invalid memory positions (even if speculatively) and allows the prefetching of stream data even across page boundaries.

Iterating store streams simply generates store addresses, which are directly written to the Store FIFO, until data is written back by the processor, and subsequently committed. Load/Store FIFOs. As described in Section IV-A – Memory Coherence, since the Streaming Engine is integrated in the internal structure of the core, the Load/Store FIFOs work as an additional dimension of the vector registers. Consequently, the stream data buffered in these structures is regarded (from the memory hierarchy point-of-view) as already consumed data (by the core) and data coherence with the memory hierarchy is no longer enforced nor necessary. Accordingly, each stream is associated with an independent fixed-length FIFO queue, whose size (depth) was set to 8 in order to constraint the required hardware resources. Naturally, a better management could be attained by designing a single queue and sharing it across all streams. However, this would impose an additional hardware complexity and is therefore left for future work.

Stream Scheduler Policy. To select the set of \( n \) streams to be iterated, the Stream Scheduler relies on a simple policy, which prioritizes streams whose FIFO queues are less occupied.

C. Architectural impact overview

Besides the addition of the Streaming Engine, the proposed UVE imposes a minimal impact to the core’s microarchitecture. Most of the necessary modifications are achieved by establishing direct connections to the Streaming Engine from the vector register file, execution, rename, and commit stages (registers can be added in-between to minimize impact on operating frequency). The decode stage is also extended to
include support for the new UVE instructions (much like any other SIMD extension). This results in an architectural impact in the core not much different from other SIMD extensions.

Conversely, aside the stream processing logic (described in Section IV-B), the Streaming Engine is mostly composed of storage and buffering structures, which are particularly dimensioned to minimize area impact while attaining significant performance gains (further detailed in Section VI). As it was referred before, stream and conventional load/store ports are typically used in mutually exclusive fashion and can be merged together - this was verified in the set of considered benchmarks in Section V.

V. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Simulation environment. The proposed microarchitecture was simulated on a modified version of Gem5 [27] using the parameters described in Table I. Although featuring RISC-V as the base instruction set [28], the adopted configuration is based on public information regarding the ARM Cortex-A76 and on [7]. Furthermore, since the main goal is to evaluate the per-core performance, it features no L3 cache memory, which is typically used for cross-core data sharing on multi-core processors. Additionally, to provide support for the proposed set of streaming extensions, it features a Streaming Engine with only two Stream Load/Store Processing Modules (see Fig. 7) and an 8-entry FIFO queue for each stream. Coherence between cache levels is ensured through snooping using a MOESI protocol.

Baseline architecture. For performance evaluation, the proposed solution is compared with an ARM core with full SVE support and featuring 512-bit vectors (as in the proposed solution). Apart from the Streaming Engine, which is non-existent in the ARM cores, all other processor parameters have the same configuration. In particular, to validate the proposed solution on equal grounds, the baseline architecture features two different prefetchers: a stride prefetcher associated to the L1-D and the AMPM prefetcher associated to the unified L2 [20].

Evaluation benchmarks. A representative set of benchmarks from several suites [29]–[33] (considering both workload and memory access patterns) was adopted for the evaluation of the proposed UVE instruction set and its corresponding implementation, as presented in Fig. 8 (left table). The list includes representative benchmarks relevant from several application domains, such as memory, linear algebra/BLAS, stencil, data mining, dynamic programming, and n-body (physics) systems.

Compilation toolchain. As it was referred, the development of a full compilation toolchain for UVE is a work-in-progress and is left for future work. As a consequence, the benchmarks’ computational loops were hand-coded, although adopting straightforward implementations and avoiding the use of loop unrolling or software pipelining techniques (see example in Fig. 4). Hence, the GNU Compiler was extended to support all UVE instructions (when written in assembly mode), with the remaining code being compiled with the usual –O2 flag.

For ARM SVE, the ARM compilation toolchain was used with flags -O3, -march=armv8-a+sve and -fsimdmath. However, the compilation toolchain failed to vectorize four benchmarks (identified in Fig. 8 with +), namely Seidel-2D, MAMR (all variants), Covariance and Floyd–Warshall. All other benchmarks were inspected to guarantee that vectorization was correctly performed. It was observed that the compiler cost-benefit model decided not to use loop unrolling on top of vectorization, which is consistent with the UVE implementations.

VI. RESULTS

A. Performance evaluation

Fig. 8 presents the UVE performance evaluation in comparison with two ARM cores: the first featuring only NEON extension, the second expanded to also support the upcoming SVE. Both SVE and UVE extensions are configured to operate over vectors of 512 bits, with all UVE streams being configured (by default) to operate over the L2 cache. The presented evaluation considered the following aspects: (A) code reduction, (B) performance speed-up, (C) average number of blocks (stalls) per cycle at the rename stage, and (D) DRAM memory bus utilization, which is herein limited by the benchmark memory access pattern, and by the ratio between memory and core operating frequencies.

By analyzing the results in Fig. 8.B, it can be observed that the proposed extension provides a significant (average) performance advantage of $2.4 \times$ over ARM SVE (considering only vectorized benchmarks). The significant speed-ups are attained without relying on specific code optimizations, such as loop unrolling, as these would provide even greater performance improvements (see also Fig. 8.E).

The observed performance speed-ups come as a direct consequence of two main contributions: i) a significant code reduction (see Fig. 8.A), with an average 60.9% (93.2%) less committed instructions than ARM SVE (NEON); and ii) the
streaming infrastructure, which is able to significantly reduce the load-to-use latency and increase the effective memory hierarchy utilization.

In particular, it was observed a considerable improvement of the memory bus utilization, resulting on an average increase as high as $41\times$ (see Fig. 8.D). This is especially observed for the STREAM, SAXPY, GEMVER, IRSmk, and MAMR benchmarks. GEMM, 3MM, Jacobi-1/2D, Seidel-2D, Covariance, and Floyd-Warshall did not affect this utilization because these benchmarks are L2-bound, leading to insignificant changes in this rate.

These two advantages also contribute to a reduction of the introduced stalls in the pipeline, particularly at the rename stage. In fact, by decreasing the number of instructions in the code, it is possible to significantly alleviate the pressure at the reorder-buffer and issue queue. On the other hand, the reduction of the load-to-use latency allows the incoming instructions to leave the pipeline earlier, decreasing the pressure on the physical register file. As a consequence, it is observed a significant decrease (33.4%) of rename blocks per cycle, when compared with the SVE-enabled core (considering only the benchmarks vectorized by the ARM compiler), as it is shown in Fig. 8.C.
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**Fig. 8.** Evaluation of the proposed vector extension (UVE). By default streaming is performed from/to the L2 cache. None of the UVE benchmark implementations feature loop unrolling on top of vectorization, with the exception on the results in E.

---

**B. Sensitivity to parameter variation**

**Number of Vector Registers.** To complement the analysis about the register file pressure, a sensitivity evaluation regarding the number of physical vector registers (PVRs) was performed using a subset of the previously referred benchmarks. As it is observed in Fig. 9, increasing the number of PVRs provides no significant performance improvement for the UVE case, as the decreased load-to-use latency also results in a decreased pressure on the register file. This contrasts with the ARM SVE case, where an increase in the number of PVRs provides an increase in performance, showing a higher sensitivity to the number of PVRs.

**Load/Store FIFO depth.** The evaluation also considered the impact of the Streaming Engine FIFO buffers depth on the
overall performance, by considering four different values: 2, 4, 8 (default), and 12. Fig. 10 presents the obtained results in a subset of benchmarks. A minimum value of 4 is required to attain an adequate performance, with the setup using 8 slots (used by default in the previous experiments) showing to slightly improve the performance. The performance saturates for higher values, except for applications more sensitive to data access latency (as in MAMR), where a higher sensitivity to FIFO depth is observed.

**Streaming cache level.** The evaluation also measured the impact of streaming from different cache/memory levels. As it can be observed in Fig. 11, streaming from/to L2 generally provides the best performance benefits. However, there are specific benefits from fetching from different levels. An example use-case of L1 streaming regards small data structures that are reused across the program.

**Stream Processing modules.** Finally, the overall impact of the number of Stream Processing Modules in the Streaming Engine was also evaluated, by varying it between 2 and 8. Although the conducted simulation of such block considered that only one stream dimension (or modifier) can be processed per clock cycle, there is no significant difference in the overall performance, with the results varying by less than 0.1%.

### C. Hardware overheads

According to the configuration in Table I, the Streaming Engine (depicted in Fig. 7) is composed of two Stream Processing modules, each featuring $2 \times 16$-bit incrementers, $2 \times 64$-bit adders and multiplexing logic, to process individual streams. The remaining modules are mostly composed of storage elements. The implemented Stream Table and SCROB accommodate up to 32 concurrent streams, each with a maximum of 8 descriptor dimensions and 7 modifiers, resulting in a total of 14 KB of storage. The Memory Request Queue maintains up to 16 outstanding requests, each packed within a 10-byte entry. Finally, the Load/Store FIFO buffers are composed of a $256 \times 64$-byte structure (for 32 streams, each with 8 entries), resulting in approximately 17 KB of storage.

Hence, although a physical implementation of the Streaming Engine would be necessary to obtain accurate chip area and power values, it is still possible to conclude that the resulting structure would result in a footprint close to 1/2-th of an L1 cache. However, the impact can be mitigated by (i) reducing the number of streams from 32 to 8 and maximum number of dimensions to 4, still supporting the gains in Fig. 8) while reducing the memory footprint to only 6KB ($\approx 10\%$ of an L1 cache); and (ii) sharing the memory resources across streams (future work).

### VII. Related Work

The idea behind the proposed UVE takes a significant step forward over a number of related processor architecture research areas, including i) scalable vectorization; ii) data streaming; iii) memory access decoupling; and iv) run-ahead execution/prefetching.

**Scalable vectorization.** For over two decades, SIMD extensions have been established as the go-to option to exploit DLP in HPC workloads [1], [2]. However, the rapid evolution of vector architecture solutions [3]–[6] has brought forth some code portability issues across different platforms. To overcome such issues, a new approach – vector-length agnostic vectorization [2], [7], [8] – has been recently proposed. In particular, SVE [7] and RVV [8] offer instruction sets whose vector length is not fixed and can be determined at execution time, allowing the same code to run on architectures with different vector lengths, without re-coding or re-compiling. SVE [7] relies on loop predication [9] to enable vector length scalability and predicated instructions to eliminate loop tails and to enable partially executed loop iterations. On the other hand, RVV [8], allows the configuration of a specific vector length and handles scalar loop tails by explicitly reducing the vector length. In contrast, the proposed UVE allows the Streaming Engine to automatically disable all vector elements that fall out of bounds, making loop control simpler by only requiring a minimal set of control instructions, which in most cases corresponds to a single branch instruction.

**Data streaming and representation.** Data streaming is traditionally associated to dedicated accelerator architectures [34]–[42] and it is often based on accurate representations of data access patterns to substantially accelerate data acquisition. Several approaches that have been proposed rely on dedicated ISAs [37], [43] and descriptor-based mechanisms [44], [45] to represent complex patterns. The underlying stream specification introduced by the proposed UVE unifies these two approaches by adopting a descriptor-based representation and by providing a stream configuration ISA interface. Moreover, it further extends these features by including stream control and predication capabilities, providing support for control- and data-dependent streams.

On the general-purpose domain, there has been a continued effort to bring stream specialization constructs [46], [47]. As an example, Wang et al. [46] introduced stream-based memory access specializations in out-of-order processors, to provide an execution-driven prefetching of repeated access patterns.
Schuiki et al. [47] also proposed a register file extension for single-issue in-order processors that introduces stream semantics on a subset of the processor’s registers. However, these solutions present some limitations when compared to UVE. First, they are only capable of streaming the most common low-dimensionality patterns when they are directly exposed by the loop induction variables [47], albeit with indirection [46]. Second, although the stream-specialized applications from [46] can be susceptible to vectorization, none of the mentioned approaches explores stream vectorization at the ISA level. **Memory access decoupling.** One of the main benefits of the streaming concept adopted by UVE is the decoupling of memory accesses from computation. This is achieved by configuring streams at the loop preamble and by allowing data acquisition to occur in parallel with data manipulation. A large body of work [48]–[53] has also explored this feature, by using decoupled access-execute architectures. As an example, Outrider [54] uses multiple in-order threads to decouple memory accesses from execution and to reduce the data access latency. It shows a high tolerance to memory access latency while using a low complexity in-order microarchitecture. Another example is DeSC [55], which explores this approach at the hardware-level by combining an out-of-order core for memory access with an accelerator for computation, thus fully decoupling the processing from the program control. **Run-ahead execution/prefetching.** HW/SW prefetching methods have been specifically tailored to deal with memory access latency that results either from reduced data-locality [10]–[12], complex [13]–[15] and indirect [16]–[18] memory access patterns, or large datasets that do not fit in cache [19], [56]. Currently, modern prefetchers achieve accuracy levels as high as 99% in data access prediction, and are mostly designed to deal with the timeliness and effectiveness of the procedure itself [20]–[24], as a way to mitigate over-prefetching and cache pollution. Contrasting to prefetching approaches, the stream-based paradigm of the proposed UVE allows the Streaming Engine to assure that only the exact data that is required is, in fact, obtained from memory, eliminating cache pollution issues. Nevertheless, UVE should not be viewed as an alternative to prefetching, but instead, a complementary structure that acts at the level of the processor to speed-up data acquisition.

**VIII. Conclusion**

In this paper a new Unlimited Vector Extension (UVE) is proposed to overcome performance degradations often observed in state-of-the-art vector-length agnostic SIMD extensions when executing costly scatter-gather and loop control operations. This new extension relies on a data streaming paradigm to explicitly decouple memory accesses from computation, removing loop-based control and memory indexing instructions from the code, while linearizing memory accesses to attain a simpler vectorization. The streaming is carried out by a dedicated streaming engine, co-located with the processor pipeline, and is supported by a descriptor-based memory access pattern specification, capable of encoding and streaming complex, multi-dimensional and indirect access patterns. A vectorized stream register file was also introduced in the processor pipeline to directly stream input/output data into/from the vector registers, mitigating the load-to-use latency. According to the evaluation that was conducted with the Gem5 simulator of a proof-of-concept implementation based on an out-of-order processor architecture, the combination of all these features introduced by UVE provides a performance increase of 2.4 × when compared to ARM SVE.
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